
Science Didi Workshop Plans
Valency Cards of Elements (VaCE) Fun-do card games for learning the periodic table

With the play and learn method applied to ABC of chemistry and all that ‘matters’, Valence
Cards of Elements was created and evolved.

This method is about bridging two different arenas into one, i.e. learning the rules of very
popular and well known playing card games, creating new rules and then applying the same to
unlock the patterns and information hidden about the elements in the modern periodic table. It is
a natural evolution of the popular card games like wrestling trump cards (identification, value
comparison) and regular Playing Cards (group making, pattern recognition) applied onto the
periodic table of elements.

Learning Objective

● Memorize 36 elements, their symbol, atomic number, Electronic configuration and
properties

● How elements are grouped together as per their outer electronic configuration
● How outer electronic configuration decides valency and chemical behaviour.

Outcome of the Program

● Children will be able to understand the periodic table of elements & basics of Valency
● Children will have fun playing games & get excited to pursue science with more interest.



One session Vace Workshop

What will you get?

1. Vace Card game Rs 300

2. 2 hour Training session Rs 300

3. Level 1 VACE certificate Rs 100

Total Rs 700

Offer price Rs 500/ Child (Rs 200 discount)

Three session Vace Workshop

What will you get?

1. Vace Card game Rs 300

2. Baseline assessment Rs 100

3. 3 days (6 hours)  Training session Rs 900

4. Improvement assessment Rs 100

5. Level 2 VACE certificate Rs 100

Total 1,500

Offer price Rs 1000/ Child (Rs 500 discount)

Your child will be part of the Science Didi community even post the workshop where
they can join our virtual session across India and connect with our team.
This is a sustained investment into your child's career.

For details contact www.sciencedidi.com
sciencedidi@gmail.com
Linsha - 8655002811


